
Background/Aim: 
A COVID-19 PCR swab test is a requirement for all patients within 48 hours prior 
to discharge to Community Hospitals (CHs). From April 2020 to Jan 2021, it was 
observed that there were delayed discharges which caused by delay in test order 
that propelled to late dispatch of specimen to laboratory, late  test result and 
delayed patient discharges to CHs.
The project aimed to discharge 95% of patients to CHs according to scheduled 
timing (before 11am) within the next 6 months.
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Footer note

Expedite Covid19 swab result

Results: 

 No. of delay /postponed of CH discharge due to delay of 
swab result

Effective from February 2021, RN start ordering the Covid-19 swab
test for community hospital patients and ensure results are ready
within 48 hours prior to patient’s discharge. During the month of
February to July, there are a total of 1,207 patients discharged to
community hospital, in the month of June, 2 patients were reported
to be discharged later than the scheduled time due to delaying in
readiness of the Covid-19 swab result.

 No. of RN trained in performing  Covid19 swab

There are mass training conducted to competent all RNs to perform 
Covid-19 swab test for patients.

 Improved workflow & staff satisfaction 

Conclusions: 
Ensuring  timely and smooth discharge of patients’  to community hospital 
involving everyone’s effort. Planning of patient’s discharge should start on the  on 
the day of admission.  Clear communication of each initiative to the junior nurses 
are essential to get buy-in and compliance.  This two initiatives  of disseminating  
discharge details to nurses as early as possible and approved Covid-19 swab order 
right in CPOE  for RN have shown great  improvement on  discharge process 
which increases staff and patient satisfaction and turnaround time. The team is 
working on measures  to continue training on ordering Covid-19 swab test in 
CPOE and continued training  Covid-19 swab test to new staff to expedite patient’s 
discharge to community hospital. 

Plan 
• Proposed  Operation control team  to email to nursing         

supervisors on the patient’s discharge plan twice daily  

Do

• Operation control team email to all nursing  supervisor & ward common 
email to disseminate the discharge details  

Study
• To email targeted only at concern recipients, instead of emailing to all wards 

that may causes fatigue  because of frequent email and missed out the email.

Act

• To  highlight the reminder email  ( Fig 1) to create awareness.
• Re-activate Covid19 swab checklist (Fig 2) for ward colleagues to follow 

through the swab status
• PSA/HOD check email at 1 & 5 pm, twice daily on community hospital 

discharges and inform RN in-charge before 5.30pm

Fig 1: Highlighted  to  remind 
to order Covid-19 Swab test in CPOE

Fig 2: Checklist to follow up with Covid-19 swab status

Methods: 

We used the PDSA cycle to validate our projects. 

Improve communication by disseminating discharge details of the patient’s to the

nurses as early as possible

Communicate with Lab staff to find out Covid-19 swab result
turnaround time, shared information to the ward nurses’ to
expedite swab that was dispatch to lab at targeted time by
6pm

Obtained senior management approval for  
granting Covid-19 swab order right in CPOE for 
Registered Nurse (RN)

Teaching RN on how to order Covid-19 swab test  in SCM

On-going training on performing  Covid-19 swab  to all RN

All RN are trained in ordering the Covid-19 swab 
test  in CPOE with effect from 23 February 2021.

Swab reach lab Result Timing 
Before 6pm By 9 am next day
After 6pm By 2pm next day

The steps of Covid-19 Swab test ordering is
easy and convenient.
 The order right for RN in CPOE is essential

and necessary to expedite the discharge
process, this save the nurse’s time to call the
doctor to order the swab test in SCM.
This initiatives is a form of empowerment for

nurses to have higher responsibility, however,
there are a few nurses objected to this
practice as they considered this a additional
assignment added to their busy workload

Swab Result Turnaround Time


